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Abstract

*Saccharomyces cerevisiae* has directly or indirectly contributed to the identification of arguably more mammalian genes that affect aging than any other model organism. Aging in yeast is assayed primarily by measuring replicative or chronological lifespan. Here, we review the genes and mechanisms implicated in these two aging model systems and key remaining issues that need to be addressed to optimize these assays. Because of its well-characterized genome and proteome that is remarkably amenable to genetic manipulation and high-throughput screening procedures, *S. cerevisiae* will continue to serve as a leading model organism to study pathways relevant to human aging and disease.

Introduction

Aging studies are becoming increasingly prominent in biomedical research. The reasons for this are obvious. The demographics of the world are rapidly changing, leaving a population with an increasing number of elders and a declining number of working age individuals to support them. Older people tend to have costly chronic diseases that negatively impact their quality of life and functional output. In fact, aging itself is the leading risk factor for an array of diseases that increasingly plague the world population. If researchers can understand aging and modify its rate, the consequences are likely to be a reduced incidence or progression of disease leading to increased healthspan, allowing older people to keep working and avoid high health care costs.

The potential of interventional approaches targeted at aging has yet to be realized in part because aging is a complicated multisystem process that has remained enigmatic in the face of research. However, findings in the last two decades have led to significant excitement.
One of the most striking findings is that it is possible to administer a clinically approved drug, rapamycin, to mice at 20 months of age and extend both their lifespan and healthspan (Harrison et al., 2009). Surprisingly, much of the recent success of aging research can be traced back to one of its simplest model organisms: yeast. Two of the major pathways studied in the context of aging and age-related disease are the Sirtuin pathway and the TOR signaling pathway, and yeast was pivotal in their discovery.

There are two primary assays for yeast aging, replicative and chronological. Both will be discussed herein by four investigators with extensive experience in the field. The truth is that we all share the viewpoint that both yeast assays have and will continue to be strong models to understand aging. Regarding the particulars, we mostly agree but sometimes differ. Therefore, we have attempted to construct a review describing the consensus opinion but also not shying away from points of disagreement and from the technical issues that should be considered before studying aging in yeast. It is our hope that readers interested in aging will in one article be able to gain a strong understanding of the state of the field and that clearly articulated points that lack consensus will serve to stimulate further experiments leading to clarification.

### The Replicative Life Span

Replicative life span (RLS) studies date back more than 50 years (Mortimer and Johnston, 1959). The assay is simple conceptually and takes advantage of the fact that yeast cells divide by asymmetric budding, with the daughter cell that is produced being smaller than the mother from which it is derived. The question Mortimer asked was: how many times can one cell divide. Daughter cells were isolated on a solid media substrate and, once they started dividing, all progeny were removed and tabulated. The key finding was that individual cells do not divide forever; instead they stop after a limited number of divisions (usually around 20–25) and enter a short post-replicative state followed by lysis.

After Mortimer’s initial work, studies of aging in yeast did not achieve widespread acceptance or notoriety until the early 1990’s when the power of this system was combined with newer and more sophisticated methodologies to begin identifying genes, pathways, and molecular mechanisms that modulate RLS. In recent years, attention has turned toward understanding which aspects of replicative aging in yeast are shared with multicellular eukaryotes, including mammals. These answers are beginning to be attained and in this section we will look at the pathways and mechanisms that modulate yeast RLS, the evidence that this assay is informative about aspects of the aging process in higher eukaryotes, and the likely future directions of these studies.

### The Basic Methodology and New Variants

RLS analysis is typically performed by manual separation of daughter cells from mother cells using a standard tetrad dissection microscope equipped with a micromanipulator. Detailed written and video protocols have been published on how this assay is performed in the Kaeberlein and Kennedy labs, and we refer interested readers to these (Kaeberlein and Kennedy, 2005; Steffen et al., 2009). Recently, promising higher-throughput methods involving selective killing of daughter cells or microfluidic flow chambers have recently been described (discussed below). These methods have not become widely used thus far, however, and the manual dissection method remains the gold-standard life span assay for the field.

One issue surrounding studies of replicative aging in yeast involves the choice of growth conditions, which can have major effects on experimental outcome (see section on chronological life span below). For the vast majority of replicative aging studies, growth on
rich medium in the presence of 2% glucose (YPD, Yeast Peptone Dextrose) is the method of choice. It is clear, however, that life span can be affected by these choices. For instance, lowering glucose concentration, a condition that is used to model dietary (or calorie) restriction in multicellular eukaryotes, causes life span extension in many, but not all, strain backgrounds. Alternate carbon sources have also been tested to a lesser extent. Budding yeast is a facultative anaerobe that generates most of its energy in the presence of ample glucose through fermentation, with only limited respiratory metabolism. Since most mammalian tissues rely primarily on respiration rather than fermentation, it has been argued that use of a respiratory carbon source such as glycerol may make for more relevant comparison to human aging (Botta et al., 2011). This assertion has yet to be rigorously evaluated. A relatively small number of studies have also examined RLS using synthetic defined (SD) medium, which is commonly used in the chronological life span assay (below), but a direct comparison of life span on SD versus YPD has not been performed. In summary, there is a need for a broader understanding for how different environmental factors, including the nutritional status of the growth medium, influence yeast RLS.

In addition to environmental considerations, there is growing recognition that genetic background plays a critical role in the outcome of replicative aging experiments. Several different laboratory strains have been used extensively in yeast replicative aging studies, and important differences have been uncovered. For example, the Jazwinski laboratory examined the effect of loss of mitochondrial DNA (rho0) on RLS in four different backgrounds, finding that in two cases life span was shortened, in one case there was no effect, and in the last case life span was extended (Kirchman et al., 1999). Likewise, it is now clear that the effects of dietary restriction by reducing glucose availability can vary from upwards of 30% in some strain backgrounds to no effect in others (Kaeberlein and Powers, 2007). The genetic variants that account for these differences have remained largely unexplored, but are likely to provide important insights into mechanisms of aging in yeast. Notably, the issue of strain differences and longevity is pertinent to all aging model organisms, including the CLS assay (see below).

Several approaches have been described to automate and enhance the throughput of the replicative aging assay. To generate large numbers of old cells, it is possible to biotin coat the surface of the yeast cell (Smeal et al., 1996). During cell division, the biotin is maintained specifically on the mother cell wall, since the cell wall of the daughter is newly synthesized. Following multiple divisions, the aged mothers can be separated from the unlabeled subsequent generations with avidin-coated magnetic beads. While not sufficient to measure life span, this method permits biochemical analysis of aged cells. More recently, a Mother Enrichment Program has been developed to monitor life span and isolate old cells from growing cultures (Lindstrom and Gottschling, 2009). This approach involves genetic manipulations to conditionally and specifically arrest cell division in daughter cells through excision of essential genes during their first cell division. While the benefits of this method have not been fully vetted, it has potential to significantly enhance yeast aging studies by generating old cells for analysis and measuring life span.

**Genes and Pathways Modulating RLS**

Nearly 100 yeast replicative aging genes have been identified where deletion results in enhanced longevity, and based on a partial screen of the deletion collection, it has been estimated that roughly 2% of the non-essential genes in the genome are likely to fall into this category (Kaeberlein et al., 2005c). Perhaps as many as 20% of the non-essential genes result in short lifespan when deleted; however, in the absence of further experiments, it is difficult to determine whether this represents accelerated aging or defects in processes that do not normally limit replicative potential. To a degree, it is possible to differentiate between these possibilities by determining whether known phenotypes associated with aging
(e.g. ERC formation, sterility and reactive oxygen species formation) are also accelerated in short-lived mutants. Although it is not formally demonstrated, we suspect that many short-lived mutants are not experiencing accelerated aging, but rather have defects that limit their potential to divide. Thus, a majority of the focus has been on mutations that extend lifespan. The large number of yeast replicative aging genes is comparable to the situation in *C. elegans*, where hundreds of genes have been identified whose reduced expression leads to enhanced longevity. Although a detailed analysis of all of the known yeast aging genes is not possible here, we will highlight the best understood pathways (Figure 1) and their links to aging in the yeast chronological paradigm and/or other organisms.

One of the most famous yeast aging genes is *SIR2*, which encodes the founding member of the sirtuin family of NAD-dependent protein deacetylases. Sirtuins have been extensively studied in recent years for their potential role as conserved modulators of aging in a variety of organisms, including mammals (Finkel et al., 2009). The first data directly linking these proteins to aging comes from yeast, where overexpression of Sir2 was shown to extend RLS (Kaeberlein et al., 1999). Whereas Sir2-orthologs have many targets in multicellular eukaryotes and non-histone targets have been identified in yeast (Lin et al., 2009), yeast Sir2 is thought to be primarily a histone deacetylase (Imai et al., 2000). One mechanism by which Sir2 activity promotes replicative longevity is by suppressing homologous recombination in the rDNA that can cause the formation of extrachromosomal rDNA circles (ERCs). These circular DNA molecules are self-replicating and asymmetrically segregated to the mother cell during cell division (Sinclair and Guarente, 1997). It is believed that accumulation of ERCs can limit the RLS of mother cells, at least in certain strain backgrounds, although this idea has been challenged recently by the suggestion that rDNA instability in general, rather than ERCs, is the primary defect causing senescence (Lindstrom et al., 2011). Providing strong evidence for the role of the rDNA in yeast aging, deletion of *FOB1*, which reduces rDNA recombination and ERC formation, can increase life span in some strain backgrounds and also suppresses the short the lifespan of *sir2Δ* mother cells (Kaeberlein et al., 1999). This finding is in sharp contrast to most other longevity mutations, which have no effect in the *sir2Δ* background, despite the fact that they extend wild type life span (Delaney et al., 2011b). The probable reason for this is that multiple types of damage can limit the life span of wild type cells, but in the absence of Sir2, rDNA instability becomes the predominant factor driving senescence. Only mutations that suppress this instability (such as deletion of *FOB1*) are able to overcome the defect limiting the replicative capacity of *sir2Δ* mother cells.

While ERCs and rDNA instability are part of the story, recent studies have suggested other roles for SIR2 in yeast aging. For example, loss of Sir2 results in a defect in asymmetric retention of oxidatively damaged cytoplasmic proteins in the mother cell (Aguilaniu et al., 2003; Erjavec et al., 2007). This defect causes *sir2Δ* daughter cells to inherit higher levels of oxidative damage, which may also contribute to the short RLS of these cells, as evidenced by the observation that overexpression of Hsp104 can extend the life span of cells lacking Sir2 (Erjavec et al., 2007; Erjavec and Nystrom, 2007).

Interestingly, Sir2 protein levels decline with age, perhaps explaining why overexpression or Sir2 can extend lifespan (Dang et al., 2009). Also changing with aging are epigenetic modifications to histones. For instance, H4K16 acetylation near telomeres increases concomitantly with a decline in Sir2 levels (Dang et al., 2009) and mutations that increase expression of histones or alter their deposition at sites near telomeres can extend RLS (Dang et al., 2009; Feser et al., 2010). These findings suggest that Sir2 function at telomeres, a location where Sir2 is known to promote gene silencing, may also influence replicative aging.
Overexpression of SIR2 orthologs in worms and flies has been reported to extend lifespan, and several studies have suggested that activation of the mammalian Sir2-ortholog, SirT1, can enhance healthspan in mice (Finkel et al., 2009). Although the data in worms and flies has recently been called into question (Burnett et al., 2011; Rizki et al., 2011; Viswanathan and Guarente, 2011), there seems to be general consensus that SirT1 interacts with important aging-related pathways in mammals, if not necessarily directly modulating the aging process itself. Thus, understanding the molecular mechanisms by which Sir2 influences RLS in yeast, and its relationship to other longevity pathways, is imperative in order to meaningfully interpret the complex and controversial data emerging from studies in other model organisms.

Dietary restriction, a reduction in nutrient availability without malnutrition, is known to extend lifespan in a wide range of organisms from yeast (replicative and chronological) to primates (Anderson and Weindruch, 2012; Katewa and Kapahi, 2010). Extensive effort has been devoted to understanding the pathways that mediate the benefits of dietary restriction, since interventions that target these pathways may be effective in humans against the diseases of aging. In the yeast replicative assay, dietary restriction is usually evoked by reducing glucose concentration from 2% to 0.5–0.05% (Lin et al., 2000), although restriction for amino acids has also been reported to extend lifespan (Jiang et al., 2000). Much of the research on dietary restriction with respect to replicative aging initially focused on the role of Sir2 downstream of DR. It was initially proposed that DR increased RLS by activation of Sir2; however, subsequent studies have called this model into question. Although it is still debated as to whether part of the effect of DR on RLS is mediated by Sir2, there is now general consensus that DR can also extend life span via Sir2-independent mechanisms. In addition to Sir2, yeast has four other sirtuin proteins. It has been proposed that Hst1 and Hst2 (a homologue of the human sirtuin histone deacetylase SirT2) can compensate for the loss of Sir2 under glucose-limited conditions. This model also remains controversial, however, and we (MK and BKK) have reported that triple-mutant cells lacking SIR2, HST1, and HST2 still show a robust RLS extension from DR so long as ERCs are kept low (Easlon et al., 2007; Kaeberlein et al., 2006a; Lamming et al., 2005a; Tsuchiya et al., 2006). Loss of both HST3 and HST4 leads to a dramatic reduction in RLS, possibly through increased genome instability (Hachinohe et al., 2011; Tsuchiya et al., 2006). The role, if any, of Sirtuins in RLS extension from DR has been discussed extensively elsewhere and we refer the reader to published reviews on this topic for additional discussion (Kaeberlein, 2010; Kaeberlein and Powers, 2007; Lu and Lin, 2010).

More recently, evidence has accumulated that life span extension from DR is mediated largely via reduced signaling through overlapping nutrient-responsive Ras-PKA and TOR/Sch9 pathways. Both pathways play a concerted role in appropriately regulating growth, metabolism, and stress resistance in response to nutrient availability, and signaling through these pathways is reduced by DR. Mutations that impair Ras-PKA or TOR/Sch9 signaling are sufficient to extend RLS even when nutrients are plentiful, and combining such mutations with DR fails to result in further RLS extension (Fabrizio et al., 2004c; Kaeberlein et al., 2005c). Importantly, both of these pathways play a similar role in modulating yeast chronological life span, as well as longevity in worms, flies, and mice, providing strong evidence for their conserved effects on aging throughout eukaryotes (Fontana et al., 2010).

A recent report also suggests that Sch9 activity can be regulated independently of DR to influence RLS through acetylation of the Snf1 complex component, Sip2 (Lu et al., 2011). Sip2 acetylation decreased with replicative age, and enhancing Sip2 acetylation extends life span. Interestingly, Snf1 is the yeast AMP-activated protein kinase, and there is abundant
evidence that activation of AMP kinase can extend life span in *C. elegans* (Apfeld et al., 2004).

Currently, major efforts are being directed at understanding the downstream mediators of the Ras-PKA and TOR/Sch9 pathways that are important for replicative aging. At least one of those involves reduced mRNA translation, which is apparent from polysome profiles of *sch9Δ* cells or cells treated with the TOR inhibitor rapamycin (Steffen et al., 2008). Several mutations that decrease mRNA translation initiation increase RLS, including deletion of genes encoding ribosomal proteins and mRNA translation initiation factors. Again, it is interesting to note that several of these replicative aging genes that promote mRNA translation have also been shown to play a similar role modulating longevity in *C. elegans* (Smith et al., 2008). This has led to the idea that modulation of mRNA translation via reduced TOR signaling may be a conserved mechanism for linking nutrient response to aging in evolutionarily diverse species. Studies in flies show, however, that while reduced protein translation does occur in response to DR, that the phenotype is genetically separable from life span extension (Kabil et al., 2011). These findings suggest that altered translation for specific mRNAs might underlie the longevity benefits of DR. Reduced signaling through these pathways also has a range of other effects in addition to decreasing mRNA translation that plays a role in yeast replicative and chronological aging, as well as aging in other species. These include activation of stress-responsive transcription factors such as Gcn4 and Msn2/4, increased autophagy, and altered mitochondrial metabolism.

Interestingly, reduced TOR signaling also leads to decreased rDNA recombination and ERC formation, suggesting that the Sir2 and TOR pathways may, at least in part converge on similar downstream events relevant to life span. The mechanisms for this are not entirely clear. For instance, reduced TOR signaling mediated by rapamycin leads to elevated Pnc1 levels and increased Sir2 rDNA association (Ha and Huh, 2011; Medvedik et al., 2007b). However, both *tor1Δ* and *sch9Δ* strains retain their ability to extend life span in the absence of *SIR2* and *FOB1* (Kaebelerlein et al., 2005b), indicating that other pathways are sufficient to mediate the longevity effects. Another possibility is that reduced rDNA recombination occurs independently of Sir2 regulation (Prusty and Keil, 2004; Riesen and Morgan, 2009), perhaps as a consequence of decreased rRNA transcription, although it is clear that reduced rDNA recombination is separable from life span extension in some mutants (Delaney et al., 2011b). Unraveling these connections, as well as their relevance to rDNA recombination and RLS will require more study.

Mitochondrial function plays a critical, but poorly understood, role in RLS determination. This was first clearly shown by studies from the Jazwinski lab demonstrating that induction of the retrograde response pathway, which transmits signals of mitochondrial stress to the nucleus, can increase RLS in certain genetic backgrounds and that this retrograde response is involved in life span extension through the Ras-PKA pathway (Borghouts et al., 2004; Kirchman et al., 1999). The effects of mitochondrial perturbation on life span are strongly influenced by the nuclear genome, however, since, as mentioned above, loss of mitochondrial DNA is associated with reduced, unaltered, or enhanced lifespan depending on strain background. It has also been proposed that DR activates Sir2 by altering the NAD/NADH ratio through up-regulation of mitochondrial respiration (Lin et al., 2002); however, other studies have reported that neither mitochondrial DNA nor a functional electron transport chain are required for RLS extension from DR (Kaeberlein et al., 2005a). In addition, a number of strains lacking nuclear encoded mitochondrial genes, including those in the TCA cycle, are associated with lifespan extension. For example, a recent study reported that deletion of the nuclear gene encoding *SOV1*, a mitochondrial translation factor, leads to increased RLS by a mechanism that involves activation of Sir2 (Caballero et al., 2011). Clearly, much more work is needed to clarify the important role that
mitochondria play in yeast replicative aging, particularly the interplay between mitochondrial and nuclear genomes.

Recently, it was reported that enhanced proteasome activity is sufficient to increase RLS by a mechanism that is genetically distinct from both DR and Sir2 (Kruegel et al., 2011). This finding is consistent with a growing body of work linking aging with loss of normal proteostasis in a variety of organisms, further supporting the idea that multiple yeast longevity pathways are conserved (Taylor and Dillin, 2011). Like ERCs, damaged proteins are asymmetrically segregated to the mother cell during cell division, and it may be the case that elevated proteasome activity extends life span by reducing the age-related increase in this type of damage. Longevity-associated mutations in the Ras-PKA and TOR/Sch9 pathways are also associated with resistance to oxidative stress, leading to the possibility that oxidative damage is a primary driver of yeast replicative aging. Despite these findings, however, it is been difficult in yeast, as with multicellular eukaryotes, to link oxidative damage and aging in a causal fashion. For instance, overexpression of superoxide dismutases shorten RLS rather than extending it (Fabrizio et al., 2004c). Interestingly a recent finding supports a model whereby DR extends lifespan at least partially by countering age-associated oxidation and inactivation of the peroxiredoxin, Tsa1 (Molin et al., 2011). Further studies will be needed to clarify the role of oxidative damage in yeast replicative aging, as well as aging in other species.

Strengths/ Limitations of the Replicative aging model

How reasonable is it that the replicative potential of a yeast mother cell can be related to aging in multicellular eukaryotes? This has been extensively debated, with one hypothesis being that replicative aging may be linked to aging of mitotic or stem cell populations in a complex organism, whereby chronological aging may more closely resemble aging of non-dividing cells. One recent study tested links between replicative aging and that of C. elegans, a post-mitotic organism (except for germline) upon adulthood (Smith et al., 2008), finding that a yeast ortholog of a worm aging gene was five times more likely to modulate yeast aging than a yeast ortholog of a randomly chosen worm gene. This study establishes quantitatively that yeast RLS and worm aging share significant overlap, but also points to the existence of aging pathways that are unique to both organisms. Interestingly, both S6 kinase (Sch9) and components of the TOR pathway, including the TOR kinase, multiple ribosomal proteins, and mRNA translation initiation factors, were among the homolog-pairs that modulate longevity in both yeast and C. elegans.

One difficulty with interpreting what replicative aging means is that the dividing cell is the organism. It is generally accepted that there is often a trade-off between reproduction and life span, and a majority of mutations that extend life span reduce reproduction and organismal fitness. In this regard, it is important to note that cell division rate, not the number of daughter cells produced, is the appropriate measure of fecundity and the primary factor determining fitness. A recent study illustrated this point by examining the relative fitness of more than 30 long-lived yeast mutants in direct competition assays involving co-culture with wild type cells (Delaney et al., 2011a). As predicted, a majority of the mutants showed substantial fitness defects, which could often be directly attributed to a reduced maximal growth rate and a G1-specific cell cycle delay. Whether environmental conditions exist in the wild that select for reproductive capacity rather than maximal growth rate remain to be determined.

In order for an organism to be evolutionarily successful, maintaining an untarnished germline is essential. In part, aging yeast do this by maintaining damaged molecules in mother cells, in an attempt to protect their daughters from aging. Meiosis, however, is likely the principal manner by which yeast recombine their genome in the wild. A recent study
suggests that mechanisms exist to preserve the integrity of spores of aging diploid cells induced to sporulate (Unal et al., 2011). By mechanisms that are currently unknown, aging diploid cells that are induced to sporulate appear to remove age-associated damage to a point that is no longer detectable. Further studies will be needed to address the mechanism of this surprising finding, but it suggests that maintenance of the germline is of paramount importance in the face of aging, even in single-celled yeast.

The Chronological Life Span

Chronological life span (CLS) is the length of time that a non-dividing yeast cell survives. CLS is typically measured by growing a culture of yeast cells into the post-diauxic state, following which most cells exit the cell cycle. The post-diauxic phase is the period that begins approximately 24 hours after initial inoculation when cells deplete extracellular glucose, dramatically reduce growth and switch to a mitochondrial respiratory mode of metabolism dependent on the ethanol generated during fermentation (Werner-Washburne et al., 1996). Stationary phase begins at the end of the post-diauxic phase between day 2 and 7, depending on the medium used in the experiment, and is characterized by lower metabolic rates and up-regulation of stress-resistance pathways. The yeast CLS assay was developed to complement the RLS assay, by providing the ability to model aging of non-dividing cells of higher organisms (Fabrizio and Longo, 2007; Longo, 1997; Longo et al., 1996). Below we will summarize some of the major findings to date with regard to pathways and mechanisms of aging delineated using this system as well as describe the salient features and caveats of the established methods currently used to measure yeast CLS.

Genes and Pathways Modulating CLS

Although many mutations and conditions affect CLS, the purpose of this review is to focus on those that have been confirmed by multiple studies or laboratories to extend longevity in higher eukaryotes including mammals. The major genes and pathways regulating the yeast CLS show remarkable similarities to those in worms, flies, and mammals. We propose that there are two major pro-chronological aging pathways in S. cerevisiae, both of which sense nutrient availability and control their utilization. These are the Tor/S6K pathway (Fabrizio et al., 2001), which is activated by amino acids and other nutrients, and the Ras/adenylate cyclase (AC)/PKA pathway (Longo et al., 1999, Fabrizio et al., 2003), which is principally activated by glucose, but also affected by other nutrients (Fig. 3)(De Virgilio, 2011; De Virgilio and Loewith, 2006; Dechant and Peter, 2008; Fontana et al., 2010; Smets et al., 2010). These two signaling pathways have partially overlapping, yet distinct pro-aging effects (Wei et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2009). A primary mode of action of these pathways is their convergence on the stress-resistance regulon that includes Rim15 and transcription factors Msn2/Msn4, and Gis1 (Fig. 3)(Cameroni et al., 2004; Fabrizio et al., 2004c; Fabrizio et al., 2001; Pedruzzi et al., 2000; Pedruzzi et al., 2003; Reinders et al., 1998; Wei et al., 2008). In addition to stress, these factors regulate metabolism and the accumulation and utilization of intracellular and extracellular carbon sources (Bonawitz et al., 2007; Wei et al., 2008).

Interestingly, Sir2 is also connected to Msn2/4 activity and regulation of both RLS and CLS (Medvedik et al., 2007a; Fabrizio et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2007). Whereas Sir2 is intimately linked to RLS regulation (see RLS section), similar genetic manipulations of Sir2 do not appear to affect CLS in standard medium and SIR2 deletion actually extends CLS under CR conditions (Fabrizio et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2007). Also, sir2Δ mutants, like the long-lived sch9Δ and ras2Δ mutants, cause premature depletion of extracellular ethanol, which contributes to CLS extension (Fabrizio et al., 2005). Notably, the deacetylation of histone H3, mediated not by Sir2 but by other deacetylases in response to spermidine, is associated with reduced oxidative stress and CLS extension (Eisenberg et al., 2009). These
results indicate that the effects of Sir2 on CLS are complex and raise the interesting possibility that Sir2 could both interfere with and promote the beneficial effects of CR (Longo and Kennedy, 2006).

Since chronological aging culminates in a form of cellular death with features of mammalian apoptosis, the CLS system has also been pivotal for the mechanistic elucidation of apoptotic and necrotic pathways including Endonuclease G (Buttner et al., 2007), BH3-only proteins (Buttner et al., 2011), cathepsin D (Carmona-Gutierrez et al., 2011) and cdc48/VCP (Heo et al., 2010; Madeo et al., 1997).

Mechanisms of CLS regulation: longevity reprogramming

Numerous studies utilizing genetic, nutritional and pharmacological manipulation have addressed the mechanism of chronological aging in budding yeast and have greatly expanded our knowledge of this process (Chen et al., 2005; Eisenberg et al., 2009; Fabrizio and Longo, 2003; Madia et al., 2007). The systems biology-based studies indicate that many pathways with a wide variety of functions affect CLS. Thus CLS extension observed by inhibiting the two major pro-chronological aging pathways, Tor/S6K or Ras/AC/PKA, no doubt requires large-scale and coordinated changes in gene expression and perhaps epigenetic reprogramming (Cheng et al., 2007; Ge et al., 2010). One major downstream effects of such a reprogramming program is clearly protection from the macromolecular damage and cellular stress that limit CLS, as the PKA and Tor/S6K pathways converge on transcription factors that mediate expression of stress-responsive genes (Fig. 3) (Cameroni et al., 2004; Cheng et al., 2007; Fabrizio et al., 2004c; Gorner et al., 1998; Gorner et al., 2002; Pedruzzi et al., 2000; Pedruzzi et al., 2003; Wei et al., 2008). Furthermore, results from many studies highlight the multifactorial nature of yeast chronological aging, and point to several damage and stress pro-senescence pathways including oxidative stress (Chen et al., 2005; Fabrizio and Longo, 2003; Fabrizio et al., 2001; Longo et al., 1996), mitochondrial dysfunction and reactive oxygen species (Aerts et al., 2009; Bonawitz et al., 2007; Bonawitz et al., 2006; Goldberg et al., 2010; Heo et al., 2010; Herker et al., 2004; Longo et al., 1999), reduced autophagy (Eisenberg et al., 2009; Fabrizio et al., 2010; Yorimitsu et al., 2007), nuclear DNA damage, mutagenesis and replication stress (Fabrizio et al., 2005; Maclean et al., 2003; Madia et al., 2008; Madia et al., 2009; Qin et al., 2008; Weinberger et al., 2007; Weinberger et al., 2010), metabolic alterations (Goldberg et al., 2009; Wei et al., 2009), extrinsic stress (Burtner et al., 2009; Burtner et al., 2011; Fabrizio et al., 2004a; Fabrizio et al., 2005), and other factors (Alvers et al., 2009; Fabrizio et al., 2010; Goldberg et al., 2009). Such a diversity of processes and pathways so far implicated in CLS studies has limited the development of a consensus regarding mechanisms of CLS regulation, particularly downstream of the major stress resistance transcription factors. This should be a primary goal of the field moving forward. However, taking stock at this point, we suggest that convergence of nutrient-sensing signaling pathways, mitochondrial respiratory capacity and stress responses in the control of CLS is one provocative network hypothesis, which is discussed in detail below.

Nutrient signaling and oxidative stress

The diversion of available resources away from anabolic activities and toward stress-resistance pathways is apparently a key mechanism through which reduced Tor/Sch9 signaling extends yeast CLS. However, reduced Tor (TORC1) signaling also increases mitochondrial translation, OXPHOS density and coupled respiration during log-phase growth leading to increased mitochondrial ROS (mROS) production (Bonawitz et al., 2007; Pan and Shadel, 2009). Growth-phase production of mROS is sufficient to promote significant CLS extension; therefore, a key component of the effects of reduced Tor signaling on yeast chronological aging appears to be a mitochondrial adaptive (or
mitohormesis) stress response (Fig. 3) (Pan et al., 2011). The ability of pre-growth on a respiratory carbon source to extend yeast CLS (Piper et al., 2006), the observation that CLS extension can be achieved by overexpression of the Hap4 transcription factor, which induces mitochondrial respiration during log phase, (Piper et al., 2006) and the observation that caloric restriction elevates respiration (Lin et al., 2002) and log-phase ROS levels (Goldberg et al., 2009), is consistent with an adaptive mitochondrial longevity signal (Mesquita et al., 2010), as are studies in C. elegans that implicate early increases in mitochondrial ROS but late decreases in ROS as pro-longevity cues (Fabrizio et al., 2003; Fabrizio et al., 2001; Schulz et al., 2007; Yang and Hekimi, 2010). In fact, elevated SOD2 has been detected in a variety of long-lived mutants in yeast (Fabrizio et al., 2003) and higher eukaryotes (Brown-Borg et al., 2002; Honda and Honda, 1999), and overexpression of both SOD1 and SOD2 extend CLS and life span in yeast (Fabrizio et al., 2003) and Drosophila (Orr and Sohal, 1993; Sohal et al., 1995; Sun et al., 2002; Sun et al., 2004; Sun and Tower, 1999). The impact of signaling ROS on aging by such a complex mechanism will require more evolved versions of the mitochondrial and free radical theories of aging, particularly because overexpression of antioxidant enzymes has such a small effect on CLS compared to that caused by lack of the Tor/S6K and Ras/AC/PKA pathways (Bonawitz et al., 2006; Fabrizio et al., 2003) (Table 1). In addition, mitochondrial (or other) hormetic effects on stress-resistance pathways may also help explain why some aging studies do not document a positive correlation between ROS levels and macromolecular damage (Ristow and Zarse, 2010). The most likely interpretation of all the studies above is that coordinated regulation of a variety of protective systems (e.g. antioxidant enzymes) by stress (hormesis), dietary restriction or mutations in nutrient signaling pathways promotes longevity extension. Importantly, repair and replacement systems, as well as epigenetic changes, which are only beginning to be implicated in yeast longevity regulation, are also likely to play a key role in age-dependent cellular damage and mortality.

With regard to yeast CLS it remains to be determined how a mitochondrial ROS signal is sensed and transduced to the nucleus, and what key aspects of cellular homeostasis are affected to extend life span. One possibility is that ultimately redox-sensitive transcriptional and epigenetic responses stabilize the nuclear genome and promote or maintain overall cellular or population homeostasis (e.g. by modulating DNA-damage responses, protein homeostasis, autophagy, apoptosis, etc). While other scenarios can certainly be postulated to underlie CLS regulation, the central role of mitochondria in metabolism, ROS production, and apoptosis makes this organelle an attractive central player in aging that, through added effects from mROS and stress signaling, can link nutrient-sensing and stress-response pathways to other key processes that affect longevity such as nuclear genome maintenance. Observations of elevated respiration and ROS during the early stages of caloric restricted growth in yeast further supports mitochondrial stress as a potential centerpiece of a network theory that could explain key aspects of how chronological life span is regulated in yeast and perhaps other organisms.

While we have outlined only one such network theory of CLS above, we fully acknowledge that this is currently only a strong hypothesis and other scenarios need to be simultaneously considered. For the CLS field, many outstanding issues remain. These include determining which factors act in parallel and downstream of transcription factors Msn2/4 and Gis1, what signals precisely trigger TOR/S6K and RAS/AC/PKA pathway signaling, how these two primary pathways crosstalk with each other (and possibly other pathways), to what extent mitochondrial ROS signaling and damage contribute to CLS, and finally what are the key downstream effects and effectors of disruption of these pathways with age (e.g. apoptosis, nuclear genome instability, cellular damage/senescence, protein aggregation, epigenetic changes etc).
CLS Methods

Because changes in the medium, conditions or techniques used can have large effects on chronological survival, it is important to be aware of the major methods to measure it and of the potential artifacts that can affect the interpretation of CLS studies. There are at least three established methods to measure CLS: 1) monitoring survival of cells grown in 2% glucose (SDC) medium and maintained in the medium modified by the cells during the growth, and post-diauxic phases, 2) monitoring survival of cells grown and maintained in the medium described above but switched to water during the post-diauxic phase, and 3) monitoring survival on 2% glucose agar plates containing all the nutrients except tryptophan (TRP-drop out, or trp-, SDC plates). The rationale and potential caveats of these CLS assays will be described in the following sections.

CLS in 2% glucose SDC—This method is initiated with the growth of the yeast cells in liquid 2% glucose SDC medium in flasks (Fabrizio and Longo, 2007; Longo et al., 1996). After the growth phase, the cells are maintained in the glucose-depleted medium, which is composed principally of ethanol as the carbon source. Slight variations of this method are used by different laboratories (e.g. different types of caps used and media/flask volume ratios), which can cause differences in culture aeration, which can effect ethanol accumulation, redox status and other variables and cause quantitative differences in CLS (see supplementary material). However, by and large, similar results are obtained with regard to genes and pathways that have been observed to affect CLS (Table I). This method has been adopted so frequently for CLS studies by the Longo lab, that it is often assumed that it is the only way to assess chronological survival. However, chronological aging refers to the senescence of non-dividing cells under a variety of commonly encountered conditions including liquid ethanol medium, water and solid complete SDC media. Thus, to identify genes and pathways likely to be relevant for mammalian aging, it is important to confirm the CLS results with additional methods such as those described below.

CLS in Water and Under Calorie Restriction—The monitoring of chronological survival of cells grown in SDC medium, described above, but switched to water on day 3 has been carried out in a number of studies for three reasons: 1) To determine the effects of a particular mutation on life span independently of the nutritional environment (ethanol, acetic acid, etc) or of the acidification of the medium (Table I), 2) To promote starvation (extreme calorie restriction conditions) in addition to the standard CR method (growth in 0.05–0.5%-glucose instead of 2% glucose medium). The switch to water or reduced glucose medium causes ~2-fold or higher survival extension (Table I), which is consistent with the fact that both calorie restriction (CR) and complete nutrient deprivation are well-known to extend life span in different organisms (Kaeberlein et al., 2006c; Lee et al., 2006), 3) To rule out regrowth (gasing) of the stationary population (see “Potential CLS Artifacts section) (Fabrizio et al., 2004a). To minimize further the potential for regrowth, some experiments in water are accompanied by three washes with sterile water every 48 hours, with great care not to introduce contamination, which are common during long studies.

CLS on plates—A recently developed method to study chronological aging is the monitoring of survival on plates with solid agar containing all the nutrients contained in the standard 2% glucose SD medium but lacking tryptophan (SD – trp). In this method, which is only appropriate for cells lacking tryptophan biosynthetic capacity, approximately 200 cells from the same day 1 liquid culture are plated onto approximately 10 different plates and every two days tryptophan is added to one of the 10 plates to monitor viability (Madia et al., 2007; Wei et al., 2009). This -trp solid medium yields CLS results similar to those obtained with the standard liquid SDC medium, but in principle, this approach could be amenable to
starvation for other amino acids on plates. It would be interesting to determine whether survival using this method is differentially affected by starvation for different amino acids.

**CLS in buffered media**—Buffering the pH of cells grown in 2% glucose SDC medium to 6.0 or neutralizing the pH with NaOH has been shown to be sufficient to extend CLS to an extent comparable to DR (>2-fold) in several different laboratory yeast strains, as well as a vineyard strain RM11 (Burtner et al., 2009; Fabrizio et al., 2004a; Fabrizio et al., 2005; Murakami et al., 2011; Pan et al., 2011). This has led to concerns in the CLS field that cell death due to acidification of the culture medium may be a primary determinant the survival of yeast cells in 2% glucose SDC. Interpretation of the importance these findings remains controversial (see Supplementary Materials), however, and the central aging regulatory pathways that influence CLS under unbuffered conditions appear to play a similar role when acidification is no longer limiting survival (Table I and (Wei et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2009)). In order to resolve the uncertainty regarding the importance of media acidification in CLS, more direct comparisons of strains and genetic backgrounds in buffered and unbuffered media, systematically as a function of pH, are needed.

### A recommendation for multiple approaches

Given the complexities of the CLS assay, the authors recommend that multiple methods be used to confirm results. One approach used in the Longo laboratory is to perform the great majority of the experiments using the acidic ethanol/acetic acid containing medium derived from growth in 2% glucose SDC medium supplemented with a four-fold excess of the amino acids/bases whose biosynthesis has been compromised by mutations that make the cells amenable to genetic manipulations. Results are then confirmed with the water and solid agar plate methods described above. For at least some long-lived mutants, including sch9Δ, tor1Δ, ras2Δ, and cyr1::Tn, the extension of CLS achieved in SDC medium is also observed in the water as well as in the plate assays, although each assay causes a shift in the survival of both wild type cells and long-lived mutants (Table 1 and Table S1, S2 supplementary material). Survival in trp- plates is slightly shorter than that in SDC medium, and survival in water is approximately twice as long as that in SDC (Table I) (Madia et al., 2007; Wei et al., 2009). An alternative approach used in the Kaeberlein and Kennedy labs is to measure CLS in both unbuffered 2% glucose SDC medium and in the same medium buffered to pH 6.0 (Burtner et al., 2009; Burtner et al., 2011; Murakami et al., 2011). This allows for a direct comparison of how medium acidification impacts CLS in response to different environmental and genetic interventions. It is important to note that when using any of the liquid based CLS methods gasping/regrowth of cells must be carefully monitored (see Supplemental Materials).

The consistent CLS extending role of these mutants using the various methods strongly suggest that the effect of these genes on aging is largely independent of the environment but also underlines the importance of confirming the effect of mutants on CLS in the various media, if the goal is to identify genes with conserved pro-longevity effects.

### The controversial role of acetic acid in CLS

Media acidification limits CLS (Burtner et al., 2009; Fabrizio et al., 2004a; Fabrizio et al., 2005) and is accompanied by ROS production and mitochondrial changes that are associated with aging in yeast and other organisms (Burhans and Weinberger, 2009; Pan et al., 2011). One of our laboratories (VDL) showed that ethanol and acidification reduce the CLS and proposes that the effect of ethanol removal on life span extension is in agreement with the caloric contribution of this alcohol, since ethanol is the primary carbon source being metabolized by yeast during chronological aging (Fabrizio et al., 2004a; Fabrizio et al., 2005). Acidification can also be important since it contributes to preventing growth even...
though there are high levels of carbon sources in the medium (Fabrizio et al., 2004a; Fabrizio et al., 2005). However, why acidification causes an acceleration of chronological aging is not known. In contrast, Burtner et al propose that it is acetic acid, and not ethanol, that increases mortality and is the primary cause of chronological aging in yeast (Burtner et al., 2009; Kaeberlein, 2010). In addition, they proposed that the effects of DR can be explained by reduced acidification of the medium, based on the observations that the pH of 0.5% glucose medium does not change significantly during a CLS experiment, while the pH of 0.05% glucose medium actually becomes more basic. This finding has been recently been extended to a variety of alternative carbon sources with the observation that culture pH at day 2 or day 4 of the experiment shows a significant inverse correlation with CLS (Murakami et al., 2011) in agreement with earlier results (Fabrizio et al., 2004a; Fabrizio et al., 2005). They also suggested that CLS extension resulting from mutations in the Ras/AC/PKA and Tor/S6K pathway might be explained in part by their enhanced resistance to cell death induced by very high levels of acetic acid accumulation in the medium. Finally, bolstering their original conclusions, Burtner et al., using a modified high-throughput CLS method, performed a screen of 550 deletion strains and concluded that gene deletions that increase CLS (as measured by the 2% glucose SDC method) often result in reduced medium acidification and do not overlap well with known genes that affect life span in C. elegans when their function is reduced (Burtner et al., 2011). Below, the authors’ alternative viewpoints on the role of acetic acid in CLS are detailed further.

**Viewpoint 1**

We (VDL, GSS) disagree with many aspects and the primary interpretations of the two Burtner et al. studies for the following reasons:

1. The yeast CLS assay has been remarkably successful in identifying genes and pathways confirmed to play pro- and anti-aging roles in mammals. Both targeted and unbiased approaches based on CLS analysis in the acidic pH have provided the first evidence that Ras, adenylate cyclase, and PKA promote chronological aging and that SOD2 is required for the life span extension effect of mutations in these pathways (Fabrizio et al., 2003; Longo, 1997; Longo et al., 1996; Wei et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2009). Since then, Ras, adenylate cyclase and PKA have all been shown to promote aging and diseases in mice and mechanisms similar to those described for the regulation of CLS in both acidic and neutral pH conditions (Table I, S1, S2) have been proposed (Borras et al., 2011; Enns et al., 2009a; Enns et al., 2010; Yan et al., 2007), which involve stress resistance transcription factors and SOD2. More recently, reduced expression of Ras and PKA, which reduces age-dependent DNA damage in the CLS assay, was found to be associated with IGF-I deficiency and increased cellular protection in a study of a growth hormone receptor deficient population, shown to be protected against diabetes and cancer (Guevara-Aguirre et al., 2011). The CLS system also led to the initial identification of the role of the Tor/S6k pathway in stress resistance and aging (Fabrizio et al., 2001) and of the mechanisms involved (Bonawitz et al., 2007; Fabrizio et al., 2003; Pan et al., 2011; Powers et al., 2006), which was later confirmed in worms, flies, and mice (Fontana et al., 2010).

Studied of yeast CLS also provided some of the first conclusive evidence for mechanisms involved in the effect of calorie restriction on longevity. For example, the down-regulation of the Ras/AC/PKA and Tor/Sch9 pathways and up-regulation of stress resistance transcription factors Msn2, Msn4, and Gis1 are required for a major portion of the starvation/CR-dependent CLS extension (Wei et al., 2008). In addition, yeast CLS studies were the first to reveal the role of spermidine in longevity (Eisenberg et al., 2009), which also extends life span in worms and flies.
Finally, yeast CLS studies were among the first to show that the Tor inhibitor rapamycin extends organismal life span, which was confirmed recently in mice (Harrison et al., 2009; Powers et al., 2006).

2. Burtner et al. showed that wild type BY4743 cells generate 2–8 mM acetic acid, yet in the experiments used to demonstrate the toxicity of acetic acid they use up to 100 times that concentration (200 mM) (Burtner et al., 2009). Furthermore, they used a CLS method that promotes depletion of ethanol, perhaps due to their use of plastic caps that promote high oxygenation versus the standard method in the Longo lab using aluminum foil caps (Fig. 2), which reduces oxygen levels and better recapitulates the conditions encountered by yeast cells in a colony. Although Burtner et al. propose that acetic acid is an extrinsic toxic factor, at the physiological levels generated and released during chronological aging, it is instead a non-toxic carbon source which can be used by yeast for growth (Brown et al., 1975; Gilvarg and Bloch, 1951; Weinhouse and Millington, 1947). Together with the well-established effect of ethanol in increasing metabolic rates and the role of carbon sources including acetic acid in activating pro-aging pathways, we (VDL, GSS) believe that the studies of Fabrizio et al. and Burtner et al. most likely demonstrate that at physiological levels ethanol and acetic acid act as carbon sources that prevent entry of cells into a calorie restriction-like mode.

One of the findings we all agree with is that acidification accelerates aging (Burtner et al., 2009; Fabrizio et al., 2004a). However, because extracellular acidification promotes intracellular acidification, which in turn can cause an increase in Ras signaling (Colombo et al., 1998) and ROS (Burhans and Weinberger, 2009), we believe that low pH simply accelerates aging through the activation of nutrients signaling pathways and an increase in oxidative damage (i.e. by exacerbating known pathways involved in yeast chronological aging).

3. The proposal that the effects of mutations in the Ras/AC/PKA and Tor/S6K pathway on CLS are due to increased resistance to the toxic acetic acid does not explain their effect on CLS, as these mutations extend CLS in a range of media in which acetic acid is absent or present at very low levels (i.e. at least an order of magnitude below toxic levels). These include CLS experiments in water (Table 1 and Table S1, S2) and trp- plates (Fabrizio et al., 2005; Wei et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2009). In addition experiments in which the medium of wild type and long-lived cells was swapped after the accumulation of acetic acid had commenced had no effect on the CLS of either strain (Pan et al., 2011) and the effect of spermidine in extending CLS was shown to be independent of pH (Eisenberg et al., 2009).

Viewpoint 2

We (MK and BK) stand behind both the data and interpretation of our studies. We proposed a model that acetic acid was the toxic component of the acidified culture medium, based on multiple experimental data points, including the observations that (1) acetic acid accumulates in the culture medium during aging, (2) among several organic acids tested, only acetic acid is sufficient to induce death, and (3) buffering the medium to pH 6.0 is sufficient to extend CLS to an extent comparable to the most potent reported interventions, including dietary restriction or deletion of SCH9. We agree that other components of the culture medium, including ethanol, may also contribute to cell death, particularly under different experimental conditions. The key point here is that, even under these conditions, preventing acidification of the medium is sufficient to extend CLS. Thus, regardless of whether ethanol or acetic acid is the primary cause, acidification is intimately linked to cell death when cells are grown in SD 2% glucose medium, the standard conditions employed by a majority of laboratories using this system. The other methods described in this review,
such as buffering the medium, transfer to water, and use of trp- plates provide useful alternatives where acidification no longer limits CLS.

**Potential CLS artifacts**—Although the CLS methods appear to be relatively simple, there are a number of potential artifacts that can affect the results obtained and their interpretation:

1. The most common artifact in CLS experiments is regrowth or “gasing” of aging cells, which occurs when a small subset of the population escapes from quiescence and re-enters the cell cycle (Fabrizio et al., 2004b). Assuming that a sufficient number of age-points are determined, gasping is easily detected when it occurs late in the CLS experiment because it yields an apparent increase in survival, relative to the prior age-point. More problematic are cases where regrowth or continuous slow growth occurs early in the CLS experiment (e.g. days 3–6). The alternative CLS assays involving transfer to water or trp- plates have the advantage that this potential artifact is eliminated.

2. Interpretation of CLS experiments performed in rich YPD medium are complicated by the extended post-diauxic phase (up to one week) during which cells continue to grow slowly (Werner-Washburne et al., 1996). For this reason, we do not recommend performing CLS assays in YPD in the absence of a direct comparison to the same mutation/intervention using SDC as the culture medium.

3. The use of prototrophic strains that can biosynthesize all of the amino acids or the supplementation with amino acids or carbon sources after day 1 should generally be avoided since it promotes growth. However, survival of prototrophic strains can be studied in water with frequent washes.

4. High throughput screens or systematic analyses of mutants (transposon, YKO, etc) using only one method to identify long-lived mutants is useful for an initial identification of candidate genes but appropriate replication and validation steps are necessary to rule out false positive effects. Confirmation with at least 3 samples is required, and confirmation with additional methods as well as in strains of different genetic backgrounds is desirable. These confirmations are important to rule out the identification of mutants that appear to be long-lived because they undergo delayed growth or regrowth during stationary phase and also to remove false positives due to other causes.

5. Although, we all agree that medium acidification caused by ethanol and/or acetic acid accelerates aging and death in cells grown in complete glucose medium (SDC) one disagreement between the authors (see previous section) is whether acetic acid: 1) accumulates to biologically relevant levels in the medium during CLS experiments, 2) is a toxin or simply a carbon source and 3) has a significant effect on CLS in general. One way to counteract this acidification and extend CLS is to alkalinize the medium (see above). However, as for standard SDC experiments, the possibility of regrowth must be ruled out when using alkalinization of the medium (from the standard <4 pH) in liquid culture (see #1 above).

**CLS vs RLS:** the effect of the shared aging regulatory genes is conserved in higher eukaryotes

One important fact about aging research in yeast is that the genes and components of pathways that affect both RLS and CLS, including Tor/Sch9, and Ras/AC/PKA as well as many downstream factors affecting stress-dependent transcription and translation have conserved orthologs or analogs in higher eukaryotes. As discussed earlier the Tor/Sch9 pathway has now been shown to promote aging in all the major model organisms for aging.
and mutations that reduce Ras, AC, and PKA activity all extend the life span of mice (Borras et al., 2011; Enns et al., 2009b; Yan et al., 2007). They may also represent two of the major pathways responsible for the effects of nutrients and calories on aging. Because the *S. cerevisiae* aging process that will shed light on the mechanisms of mammalian aging is likely to be identifiable by both the RLS and CLS methods, it is important to continue to focus on the common denominators responsible for life span extension in both methods.

**Conclusions**

Both yeast assays, replicative and chronological, were designed to provide amenable systems to develop hypotheses about mammalian aging and, at least at the level of identifying conserved genes, they appear to have succeeded in their goals. The question remains: will the mechanisms also be conserved. Surprisingly, while aging gene identification has been successful, linking the genes to mechanisms driving aging has proven more difficult. We believe this derives from the complex nature of aging in eukaryotes and, as stated in the CLS section, the time is ripe in both assays for a systems biology approach designed to generate aging networks. Elaborate processes likely require elaborate explanations.

What is clear is that both yeast assays have been at the forefront of discovery in the aging field, leading or playing a prominent in the discovery of Sir2, TOR, RAS, adenylate cyclase, PKA and S6 kinase as conserved modulators of longevity. Moreover, evidence to date indicates that the downstream pathways discovered to date, such as regulation of stress responsive transcription factors (Msn2/4, Gis1 and Gcn4), reduced translation, enhanced autophagy, control of oxygen radicals and the protective responses they invoke have conserved effects on aging in multicellular eukaryotes. Time will tell if one yeast aging assay ultimately proves more informative than the other and to what extent they are measuring related outcomes, but the data to date clearly indicate that both assays are powerful and should continue to be exploited as we attempt to understand human aging and develop therapeutic approaches to mitigate the diseases that it enables.
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Figure 1.
Three genetically distinct pathways modulating replicative life span. Based on evidence from many labs, it now seems clear that at least 3 genetically distinct pathways modulate RLS. Sir2 and Fob1 influence RLS largely through their role in the rDNA, although there is evidence for aging-related functions for Sir2 at other loci, including telomeres, as well as by modulating asymmetric inheritance of cytoplasmic damage. DR is mediated at least in part through reduced TOR/PKA/Sch9 signaling. Ubr2 and Rpn4 appear to influence RLS by modulating proteasome activity. The relationship of the retrograde response and mitochondrial dysfunction to these pathways remains unclear, although there is some evidence for altered Sir2 activity in one mitochondrial translation factor mutant. Dotted lines represent potential points of cross-talk between pathways that have been proposed.
Figure 2. Yeast chronological life span (CLS)
(A) The standard 2% glucose (SDC) CLS assay. Overnight cultures are diluted (1:200) into 10 ml of fresh SDC medium (with flask to culture volume of 5:1) at 30°C with shaking (200 rpm) to ensure equal aeration of all cells. Cells grow logarithmically until they reach the mostly non-dividing high metabolism post-diauxic phase within 24 hours. Notably, aluminum foil, which reduces the level of oxygen in the flask, is used to cap the flask. The inoculation time point is time 0. Every two days, aliquots from the culture are diluted according to the estimated survival and plated on to YPD (Yeast Peptone Dextrose) plates. The YPD plates are incubated at 30°C for 2–3 days and viability in the flask is estimated by Colony Forming Unit (CFUs) counts. Viability at day 3, when the great majority of the cells stop dividing, is considered to be the initial survival (100%). Representative results of chronological survival of the wild type (DBY746), sch9Δ, tor1Δ and ras2Δ are shown.

(B) For extreme CR/starvation, cells from three-day-old SDC culture are washed three times with sterile distilled water, and resuspended in water. Cells are incubated in water at 30°C with shaking. Every 2–4 days, cells from the water cultures are washed to remove nutrients released from dead cells. For CR modeled by glucose reduction, overnight SDC cultures are diluted (1:200) into fresh SC medium supplemented with 0.5% instead of 2% glucose.

(C) Chronological survival in the presence of various carbon sources using the in situ viability assay. Day one SDC cultures are diluted and plated onto at least 10 agar plates (extreme calorie restriction) or tryptophan drop-out (SC-TRP) plates (only trp auxotrophic cells). Plates are incubated at 30°C for the duration of the assay. Every two days, one plate from each set is retrieved and either tryptophan or the required nutrients are added to allow the growth and colony formation by the surviving cells.
Figure 3.
Yeast Chronological Life Span Major Regulatory Pathways. The nutrient-sensing pathways controlled by Sch9, Tor, and Ras converge on the protein kinase Rim15. A major portion of the effect of CR on longevity appears to be mediated by the down-regulation of the Ras/AC/PKA and Tor/Sch9 pathways and consequent activation of the Rim15-controlled Msn2/4 and Gis1 stress-responsive transcription factors. Reduced Tor/Sch9 signaling (genetic mutations or rapamycin) also increases coupled mitochondrial respiration and membrane potential ($\Delta \psi_m$) during growth phase, which leads to an adaptive mitochondrial ROS signal. During stationary phase (i.e. chronological aging), Tor and Sch9 deficiencies and adaptive mitochondrial ROS signaling decrease ROS production and enhance cellular stress responses, culminating in life span extension.
Table I

Chronological life span

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean CLS in 2% glucose (SDC)</th>
<th>Mean CLS in water</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>days</td>
<td>% of wild type CLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT (DBY746)</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sch9Δ</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tor1Δ</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ras2Δ</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ras2Δ sch9Δ</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ras2Δ sch9Δ rim15Δ</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Wei et al 2009 (see supplementary material for full tables).